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Regional Overview 

Eastern Asia is a subregion, a smaller area, of the continent of Asia.  Over one fifth of the global population resides in Eastern Asia.  There is a large array of language, religion, and cultural traditions in Eastern 
Asia.  Religions practiced in this region include Buddhism, Taoism, Islam, and Shinto.  The cultural practices of Eastern Asia are heavily influenced by Chinese Traditions.  Even the calendars of the various countries 
are tied closely to the Chinese Calendar.  In many of the regions, social standing determines many aspects of their daily lives.  Also, in many of the cultures, the idea of reciprocity is commonplace.  In most of the 
regions, the elderly are to be respected, looked up to, and listened to.  Age, education, values, and more determine your social standing.  
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D is for Dancing Dragon 
By Carol Crane 

 Illustrated by Zong-Zhou Wang 

Region:  China 
Genre:  Non-FIction 

© 2006 
Grades 1-4 

Alphabet book which brings China's history and culture alive by describing its unique customs, art works, music, foods, geography 
and wildlife. It provides samples of Chinese characters and examples of inventions which originated there. 

 

 

Summoning the Phoenix 
By Emily Jiang 

illustrated by APril Chu 

Region:  China 
Genre:  Poetry 

© 2014 
Grades K-3 

Poems describe emotions of 12 young people as they practice for a performance with traditional Chinese musical instruments in a 
Chinese orchestra. Text and pictures share images and feelings of young people to allow for racial and emotional diversity.  
 

 

A New Year’s Reunion 
By Yu Li-Qiong 

illustrated by Zhu Cheng-liang 

Region: China 
Genre:  Realistic Fiction 

© 2007 
Grades PreK- 2 

Mao Mao is excited to celebrate the Chinese New Year because it is the only time of the year she gets to see her father, who works 
building houses far away. They celebrate with Chinese traditions- sticky rice balls, dragon parade and gifts. 

 

https://prezi.com/8fjzqsm69hqo/edit/#237_13415665


 

 

Red Kite, Blue Kite 
By Ji-Li Jiang 

 

Region:  China 
Genre:  Historical Fiction 

© 2013 
Grades 1-3 

A Tai Shan flies kites with his father, Baba. Together they watch kites rise and dip in the sky. As China’s Cultural Revolution develops, 
Tai Shan must live with his grandmother and await the return of his father. But whenever he flies a kite he thinks of his father. 

 
 

The Emperor and the kite  
By Jane Yolen 

Illustrated by Ed Young 

Region:  China 
Genre:  Folktale 

© 1967 
Grades prek-3 

Djeow Seow is the youngest and tiniest of the emperor’s seven children. She is ignored even by her father.  She flies are kite each day. 
One day she notices evil men take the emperor and lock him in a tower with just one window.  The little daughter uses the kite to feed 
her father and eventually to free him.  Watercolor illustrations. The story can lead to discussion about feeling left out, too small, 
insignificant, or being a girl in a culture that better appreciates the boys. 

 

The Way We do it in Japan 
By Geneva Cobb Iijima 

;illustrated by Paige Billin-Frye 
 

Region:  Japan 
Genre:  Realistic Fiction 

© 2002 
Grades K-4 

Gregory moves with his family to Japan. Changes are exciting and challenging as he learns how they do things in Japan.  Includes 
examples of the language in Japanese and English as well as customs interesting for young students. Watercolor, gouache, and 
colored pencils capture small moments of discovery as Gregory begins to adjust to his new home. The story helps students remember 
and understand feelings of being new to a place, slowly adjusting, and the importance of feeling welcome. 

 

Grandfather’s Journey 
By Allen Say 

 

Region:  Japan 
Genre:  Historical Fiction 

© 2008 
Grades Preschool-3 

Semi autobiographical story about the author’s grandfather who travelled the world, returned to his home in Japan to marry, and 
then settled in California. Later in life he returned to Japan with the family where his daughter grew up, married and settled in 
Japan.  World War II happened and changed much.  When the narrator grew up he moved to California.  Now he says, “the moment I 
am in one country, I am homesick for the other.” Caldecott medal winner, 1994. The title has room for discussion about how the 
story of the women in the story is marginalized and if the story could have included that. 

 

Three Samurai Cats- A Story from 
Japan 

by Eric a kimmel 
 illustrated by mordicai gerstein 

Region:  Japan 
Genre:  Folktale 

© 2004 
Grades K-3 

A retelling of a Japanese folktale. A savage rat takes over the castle and the lord seeks help to take back the castle from three 
samurai cats. The first two cats are defeated but the last, old, toothless cat is able to work against the rat. 

 

Countries In The News- Korea 
 by Kieran Walsh 

Region:  Korea 
Genre: Non-Fiction 

© 2004 
Grades 1-3 

An overview of life in Korea in 2005. Includes photographs, maps, statistics, and a glossary of Korean words.  

 



 

 

Korean Nursery Rhymes: Wild Geese, 
Land of Goblins, and Other 
Favorite Songs and Rhymes 

by Danielle Wright 
 illustrated by Helen Acraman 

 Translated by Jenny Wang Medina 

Region:  Korea 
Genre:  Poetry 

© 2013 
Grades Preschool-2 

Traditional Korean nursery rhymes presented in both English and Korean. Most are to be sung as songs and books comes with a CD 
that sings the songs in a Western style with an acoustic guitar. 

 

My Name is Yoon 
By Helen Recorvits 

 illustrated by Gabi Swiatkowska 

Region:  Korea 
Genre:  Realistic Fiction 

© 2014 
Grades K-2 

Yoon's name means "shining wisdom," and when she writes it in Korean, it looks happy, like dancing figures. But her father tells 
her that she must learn to write it in English. In English, all the lines and circles stand alone, which is just how Yoon feels in the 
United States. Yoon isn't sure that she wants to be YOON. At her new school, she tries out different names―maybe CAT or BIRD. 
Maybe CUPCAKE! 

 

An Elephant in the Back Yard 
By Richard Sobol 

Region:  Thailand 
Genre:  Non-Fiction 

© 2004 
Grades K-4 

In Tha Klang, Thailand, brother and sister Jak and Muay have another sister have a four-year-old Asian elephant named Wan Pen. 
With this book's inviting text and engaging photographs, American children can explore the world of Wan Pen and her 
traditional Thai village home as she goes to school and plays with the neighborhood children. 

 

Hush! A Thai Lullaby 
By Minfong Ho 

 illustrated by Holly Meade 

Region:  Thailand 
Genre:  Poetry 

© 2000 
Grades Preschool-2 

This book contains a lullaby that asks animals such as a lizard, monkey, and water buffalo to be quiet and not disturb the 
sleeping baby. 1997 Caldecott Honor Book 

 

 
Ten Mice for Tet 

By Pegi Deitz Shea 
 Illustrated by Cynthia Weill 

Region:  THailand 
Genre:  Fantasy 

© 2016 
Grades K-3 

A counting book that introduces children to Vietnamese New Year traditions. From “one mouse” to plan the party to “ten mice” to 
watch the fireworks. 

    

 

 

 


